
 

 

 

 

 

The self, the mind, and the passage of time  
Ten more poems selected and annotated by his son, Richard 

 

 
 

Inheritance 

There’s little time left, and it’s immeasurable, 

Into which to cram crying needs, crying 

Because they have been left unsatisfied so long. 

Their cry is a clamour, but if I’ve still tears, 

They are for time lost, slipped away between 

One and another hour, minute, second, 

And when, if I dare, I think back to being 

Unbelievably old, for the life-spark I’m spending 

Has been inherited from two – or maybe one – 

Who was unaware, untaught, what human was, 

Yet somehow with some illuminating spark 

In an awakening mind taught offspring what 

A bestirring mind had learnt of a misty future. 

 
September 1986 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CARL AUSTIN ROSSNER 

1908 – 1999 

Contribution to 50plusArtSpace in January, 2021 

This is one of my father’s more experimental poems. Written when he 
was 78, it offers some surreal images of ageing sprinkled with grains 
of reality and unusual juxtapositions. There is little time remaining, 
but it is immeasurable; and learning about the future in spite of being 
old. Quite a puzzle, but life, especially later life, is like that. 



The Mind and Time 

Time out of mind made symphonies, 

Made music out of the swinging daffodil, 

Made morning where grief should never be, 

Made Troy’s decennium of myth and marrow 

Dwindle to a two-hour programme, made 

Buchenwald’s split seconds howling eternities, made 

Mind out of time. Time out of mind 

Made Leonardo smile unrelentingly 

And the great Phidian forms stand out for beauty, 

Made pyramid-pent mummies write the book of the dead 

Time-tested under winds of wreathing sands 

And riddle the Sphinx, time and again. 

Time out of mind, time and again, 

Put no grass where grass was, erased 

Hope colour from clad continents, sieved 

The ocean seas to hull-water, found life, 

And yet raged on through the rocks and tore 

Fierce fire to time pieces. Mind out of time 

Healed time, stopped clocks and the slow 

Graindrift of sanded glasses, even sunwhirl 

And globespin and spoke in mosaic 

Time-outflowing thunder and then – no, not then, 

For untime drags in the word - a still small lamb-voice. 

Mind out of time took up the word, 

The tongue of light, the lance of love 

And pierced truth’s side until it ran 

Biblical serum, corpuscular testament 

Time and again, time out of mind. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

This is an even more breathlessly experimental poem with a poetic style and 
innovative verbal compounds reminiscent of Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-
1889). It is another of my father’s musings on time and how the mind and the 
media surrounding us can whirl through it, compressing decades, like the siege 
or Troy, into hours or the other way round. The poem ranges across Greek myth 
and art (Phidias was one of the great sculptors of ancient Greece), the relics of 
ancient Egypt, then fast forwards to the horrors of Buchenwald and Auschwitz, 
before closing with the lamb of God and the eternal meaning of the Crucifixion. 



Lamb-skipping… 

Lamb-skipping on the great divide 

I knew summer and, forgetting spring, 

Thought the sun-soaked season 

Would never end in crushed and crumpled 

Dry leaves of a dark autumn when all scents 

Were musty and the cloudlets dribbled 

Rain or mist. Deflowered petal by petal 

Were the roses of those times, but I 

Who knew only summer, ignored their plea 

For recognition, covered my eyes 

With a slighting hand, and they knew  

My Coventry silence. They howled 

In gales of remembered mirth, and I, 

Was I aware, awake to singing twigs 

And life encapsulated? Life that was now 

Broad as a banner, meadow spread-eagled 

To dry its blossoming colours in merry sunshine, 

My deviousness knew truth-trust 

And drank the cleansing indigo draught 

Of outer sky. Dreams were censor-struck 

And all was clear as daylight: being daylight,  

Even the sight was no mistake. It could not last: 

There came time’s fullness and a dusty road, 

No longer cooled by summer showers, 

Clinkered drudgingly, beaten 

By unrepentant tyres. Truth became a myth, 

Faces melted, sweet voice-sounds smudged 

And all was vertigo. This was no season, 

As seasons can be measured by ground growth-cycle: 

This was the end. 

   

June 1984 

 

 

A strange poem that exemplifies my father’s fascination with verbal imagery, 
especially those linked to nature, in this case the changing seasons, and, in older 
age, to changing perceptions and the passage of life – his own life – through time 
towards its imagined end. Here as in other poems there is an overtone of self-
criticism (‘deviousness’) and allusions to mistakes and wasted opportunities. 



Now breaks the breaking wave… 

Now breaks the breaking wave on the rear 

Of the broken wave. Now breaks the breaking wave 

Against the groyne, against the anchored wrack. 

Now breaks the arm that broke the impact of a fall 

That broke the travel of an unbroken horse. 

Now breaks the storm upon the breaking mast. 

These are material forces, materially destructive, 

But the breaking of a thought against our impassivity, 

The beaten player broken in the game of life, 

Whose soul and sole desire was a victory, 

May lie and grovel under the breakers of defeat, 

Or may, on the spearhead of that wound,  

Heal riven pride and, re-amassing the swell 

That sweeps the flotsam jettisoned from smashed hopes 

High on the rumpled beach of expectation, 

Surf-ride into glory with the cohesive members 

Of a team all self-forgotten in a splice of selves, 

High on the littered shores where it may be beachcombed. 

 

May 1983- November 1984 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My grandfather died young during a bout of pneumonia. As a child and 
teenager my father lived in London but spent summers and no doubt other 
holidays on the Isle of Wight, where my grandmother went to live after 
her bereavement, taking the younger siblings with her. These stays near 
the sea may have led to my father’s fascination with the seashore. There 
is no better example of my father’s interest in playing with language than 
this poem, where ‘breaking’ is alluded to at least 15 times in 18 lines. Like 
other languages, English is full of verbs that are used both literally and 
figuratively, and ‘break’ is a good example. Its association with waves and 
the seashore is one such figurative use, and here the seashore opens and 
closes the poem, while in the middle of it breaking and the sea itself are 
associated with human emotions and failures. 
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Property 

The trouble is we keep so many things. 

We are overloaded with property: 

Old photographs, old bones, even 

Birthday and Christmas cards, and  

The memories of too many, many years. 

And yet how should we grow 

If we hadn’t had experience, the property 

We hold onto, that holds us down 

And sometimes gives us mind-wings 

To float on and see the bottom 

Of the deep sea and its strangeness, 

Horror and beauty? If we hadn’t had the property 

Of burnt fingers and learnt what heat was, 

Or the last gasp of a race and could feel 

And stomach what winning and losing was? 

Not the least or lightest of our property 

Are joys and griefs, and it is strange 

That amid the crumbling wealth of property 

These keep their qualities and even  

Grow and grow with us, starkly remembered. 

Many of the properties we have and hold 

We can’t even sell, give away or rubbish-dump: 

We are stuck with them, old clobbering clothing, 

And they are really our skins, 

Integuments we’re afraid to doff, for if we do, 

Our nakedness is something we cannot bear 

To live in. Try to strip off experience 

And then as deserts we howl at empty sky 

And lose the game we thought we were so good at, 

Sucked up and away in a vortex of a space, 

Which is no property of ours, nor ever can be. 

 

 

 

July 1975 

This poem starts off as a 
brief reflection on the 
tangible stuff that most of us 
have too much of, especially 
as we grow older and more 
reluctant to throw things 
out or give them away. But 
the property focused on in 
this poem is of a different 
kind: it is inside us rather 
than around us, the property 
we hold in memories and 
experience, ‘joys and griefs’ 
that make us who we are. 
Should we ever want to do 
so, these are much harder to 
put aside and live without: 
they are our mental ‘skin 
and bones’. 
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Once I remembered… 

Once I remembered how the world was green 

And lay my head upon the thunderstone, 

Sleeping and waking, waking and sleeping 

Until the crack of eve broke the dreams. 

The grass was snow, the high hills wept 

Moonlit down, the valleys brimmed 

Brown grief and I was awake 

Once I remembered. The pact was firm, 

The unslipped zone intact, intaglio on a frail 

Finger of pencilled mote-long moonbeam 

Ever after, ever after, ever after. 

And I knew how, once I remembered, 

But that remembrance was less than the silver new moon, 

Less and less than money turned within its cusps. 

I was old, even before I was young, 

And had a wizened soul because I failed to grow. 

Strange that the anvil, and the hammering of me, 

The fire that softened and the quenching water, 

Was world-old and even beyond years, 

For the sun never turned to move the dial.  

 

This poem is another example of my father’s ability to paint pictures, 

even abstract pictures, with language, which he continued to do 

into old age. At the same time it is a kind of reflection on life, time 

and the power of half-conscious memories, those memories that 

we think – but are not sure - we have of dreams. This doesn’t make 

the poem easy to interpret as it moves from strange natural and 

astronomical surroundings to journeys through time and the ‘ever 

after’. It is the kind of poem where, as readers or, better as listeners, 

we think we grasp an idea only to have that understanding fall apart 

or metamorphosize as the language turns it upside down. What is 

left are atmospheric images reflecting some perhaps inexpressible 

feeling about being human. 

 

Thunderstone, 
a fossilized 
belemnoid 
(an extinct 
species of 

squid) 



Psychiatrist 

His separate hell is heaven to me. 

I enjoy his agony. 

My mental fingers touch and press 

His springs and well-springs of distress, 

Retire, rest, and then again 

Palpate the terror in his pain. 

Grotesque yet charming, secrets without locks, 

I strike his sexual matches on my magic box, 

And watch him wince as dreams come in 

He’d well forgotten. I take my pin, 

Metaphorically that is, and prick awake 

Drugged disasters - make them ache. 

His separate hell is heaven to me. 

I enjoy his agony. 

By the flicker of his eyes I know 

Delight and watch surmises go 

Home to the very marrow of his mother, 

Then lay aside that scalpel, take another. 

 

November 1967      From time to time my father wrote more humorous poems, usually 

focusing on something or someone that he felt little affinity with. 

In these rhyming couplets it is psychotherapy, a profession which, 

so far as I know, my father had no experience of or contact with. 

Here the psychiatrist – or more likely, the psychotherapist – is 

seen as a sadist who enjoys torturing his or her patients as they 

are subjected to mental investigation, not unlike a doctor or 

surgeon’s less than delicate physical examination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Medic Indeed 

Life’s house is death: 

Vacating tenants leave no forwarding address. 

Thousands of times at strange and familiar washbowls,  

He has performed the Pilate gesture and gained time, 

Time to pray, perhaps, for an answer to a prayer, 

Time to plot the shortest route, maybe, 

From agony to ease, from this house-proud-fleshed patient 

To the next, to wonder whether the S bend where the last skid was 

Is still as treacherous; takes his own medicine 

With as great a faith as the devotee lights a cigarette, 

Bridges an evening with cards, caravans to the edge 

Of the familiar for a holiday. 

Each patient is a nest of boxes ruled on a card. 

He adds ink straws of unknown aches and pains, 

Drug, counter-drug, injection, tranquilliser, salve,  

Prescribed against the surgery’s sour wet-weather smell, 

Boxed and bottled, phialled by pharmaceutical white coat, 

For an even, psychologically adjusted fee. 

This ancient and modern magic wonder works for him, off and on. 

He also feels, tentatively, the pressure points of hopes and fears, 

Too tired to explore avenues, he diverts to appropriate channels, 

Triggers off X-rays, operations, therapy, 

And leaves dreams to rot or wriggle subcutaneously. 

He (or she) is only human, does not shirk 

But groans at the night-call which is someone’s last, 

Or the panic of lonely pain, 

Defends himself, stethoscope and prescription 

Against the clamorous encroachment of those 

Whose priest he is, his incense, ether, fumigation, 

Candle a pencil torch, prayer book the specialist list,  

Seven years dabbling with drug and scalpel, 

A long noviciate of prying and probing 

Ordained him with this answer, a dust-to-dusty one. 



This is another not so humorous but wry look at the medical 

profession, which my father studiously avoided for most of his 

life. Here one detects a degree of sympathy for doctors under 

relentless pressure to come up with diagnoses and remedies for 

their patients, and an understanding of the way doctors must 

become inured to the pain and eventual tragedy of illness, often 

being reduced to simply offering reassurance or palliative care 

rather than any kind of cure. Then there is the doctor’s 

resignation to the inevitability of death, which he or she so 

regularly has to confront and certify. The association between 

doctors and priests in the last few lines is an apt one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Anatolia 

Anatolia has a high plateau, 

Wind deep, snow deep, drought drained, 

Lean with the unthought-over pain its peasants know, 

Endurance deep ingrained. 

Light they endure, endure the far 

Relentless line of the wind, the white 

Eye-searing, drifting, crystal spar  

In snowflake on snowflaked light. 

They endure the dry, frost-fiery air, 

Clear as the distance sight can go 

When snowless plains are brown and bare 

On Anatolia’s high plateau. 

Sheep hold out, goats, and what they eat 

Anatolia only knows! For here 

Plenty is never at their feet, 

Never known, tasted, never even near. 

Rock withstands, and also the mind, 

What there is of it, to plan hard 

High huddled cities, almost blind,  

For light in a light-world must be barred. 

The not-to-be-borne is borne, men stay, 

Beasts stand it, live, live on, 

Move and face it, do not obey 

The edict of those who have gone. 

Anatolia has a high plateau 

And suddenly, as if flung down 

From Sinai a day ago, 

A stone slab lake lies in the brown. 

And high within the high plateau 

The ghosts of Tartar horses neigh, 

The lances saddle-slap, the hoof-beats go 

Echoing far back, centuries away. 

My father seldom had the opportunity 

to travel abroad, and certainly never got 

to Turkey. Whether this poem arose 

from his reading or a TV documentary I 

don’t know but it is striking in its 

simplicity and its imagery. I have never 

been to that part of Turkey either but I 

have read the Way of the World, a 1960s 

travelogue by a Swiss writer who with a 

friend drove a small car across Anatolia 

all the way to Pakistan. Maybe my 

father read it too as the poem certainly 

echoes the masterly prose of the book. 
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Watching Trains Watching 

There was a grey head on the bridge 

Watching trains - or was he? 

The poise of his head was a distant urge. 

No trains were moving. At a loss he 

Turned his head to me and there was smoke 

Stealing into his eyes. 

Was it smoke, dust, wind that made him grope 

For a handkerchief and show surprise? 

He was weak about watching trains and pained 

That trains could run without the sound 

Of the power, the raucous drawn breath of stained 

Steam. No trains were moving. He turned round, 

Slouched like a drooping guard’s flag 

Off along the bridge. His head 

Turned right for watching and a lag 

In his steps, for feet held lead 

For one who’s watching trains. He evidently knew 

That watching trains trains watching 

For watching trains, and what grew 

Out of that was infinite botching 

To the rest of life, like rails 

In a straight track section 

That reach a vanishing point where sight fails 

Even the eyes of circum- or introspection. 

On the bridge there was a tow-haired 

Father with a tow-haired two-year-old 

Son, restive and pushchaired. 

Father was watching trains, his hold 

On the push-chair handle: this his grip 

On reality; that his clutch on fantasy. 

There were no trains. A trip  

Along shining lines took him to ecstasy. 

And little tow-hair clamoured at his knee 



With mounting passion and vehemence, 

Eager, so eager, to be held and see. 

Yet what he would see would make no sense. 

He was not of age to have visions, 

Only dreams, night- and daydreams. 

But his father, lost in buffer collisions, 

Saw things, watching trainless track, 

That swung him through swift years 

Of early manhood, teenagery and deeply back 

To childhood and monsters with a vibrant purr. 

They smelled of hot oil and glowed 

Hollowly whistling through their smoke of fur 

And slashed the valley where dark water flowed. 

From there he swiftly returned 

To ruffle his son’s unsooty hair, 

Lift him in his arms, concerned 

That he had lost for moments one so in his care. 

 

An example of a very different kind of poem in the form of 

portraits, perhaps witnessed during a walk in the suburbs of 

London. In Britain, watching trains or ‘trainspotting’ was once a 

favourite pastime for boys and men. Here the poem depicts an 

emptiness where, although the older and younger man 

separately gaze down from the railway bridge, no trains can be 

watched. The tracks, stretching away and appearing to narrow in 

the distance, are an invitation to reflect on life and the passage of 

time, and muse on what for train-spotters was the glorious if 

grimy age of steam trains (the use of steam trains for normal 

passenger services was finally phased out in the 1960s in 

England).The little boy in the pushchair is oblivious to it, but my 

father would have experienced steam travel frequently earlier in 

his life during the trips from London to Portsmouth Harbour to 

reach the Isle of Wight and to various other parts of the country 

during wartime.  

 


